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Configuração do Lamento is a sound riot, a trance-inducing cacophony, a body-shaking mix of 
percussive rhythms and bending guitars. The seventh album by São Paulo, Brazil’s DEAF 
KIDS, could, as the band cautions, be harmful for the weak-minded. An experimental mile 
marker on the band’s journey, this is an album intended to be as treacherous on the ears as it 
is hypnotic to the mind. Expanding the band’s D-beat origins, the eight tracks of Configuração 
do Lamento vacillate between demonic fever dreams, orgies of acidic guitars and percussive 
taunting. And, sometimes, songs are not songs anymore, but sonic assaults where the band 
clatters and hums like rough metallic windchimes in gale force winds.  
 
 
The latest addition to the Neurot Recordings lineup, DEAF KIDS was formed in 2010 in the 
industrial city of Volta Redonda/Rio de Janeiro. The band’s first iteration was a solo idea by 
Douglas, delivering a fuzz-soaked blend of crust/d-beat, before Marcelo was added on bass 
and Robinho on drums, who was replaced by Mariano. 
 
 
Seven years, seven releases, two European tours, gigs across Brazil and more than 100 
shows later, DEAF KIDS remains steadfast onto a path that leads to sonic mind control. Each 
of the band’s releases have explored a different take on the hypnotic rhythms that comprise 
D-beat: the full-throttle noise assault of 2012's Six Heretic Anthems for the Deaf EP; the 
cavernous, off-the-rails hardcore and apocalyptic monoliths that comprised 2014's The Upper 
Hand LP.  
 
 
As the band moved to live together in São Paulo, composing and creating as a full unit, Deaf 
Kids began to blend each member’s musical and aesthetic taste with a common interest in 
mesmerizing grooves and psychedelic rhythms from around the globe. This turned the band 
even further on it’s sonic edge. The resulting process was the mind-abusing, lingering 
repetition of 2015's split with USA's Timekiller, the cathartic energy discharge of the trio’s 
live performances and the wild, psychedelic absurdity that is Configuração do Lamento. 
 
 
Nowadays Deaf Kids produce overwhelming, sensory-driven dirges that carry a Brazilian (and 
Latin American) imprint. Deaf Kids is the legitimate bastard child of the colonial chaos — 
trapped here and there — between both complementary and opposing worldviews, trying to 
balance the intensity and conflicted nature of the human condition. 
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